Spring 2015

HIST/HS 277-3 History of Greek Civilization
Requirement Designation: B-Hum
4995 / 6711 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.) A.Gerolymatos

HIST/HS 278-3 The Greeks in the Ottoman Empire
Requirement Designation: B-Hum
8930/8931 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.) E. Doxiadis

HIST/HS 364-4 Traveller, Diplomatic, and Media Narratives in Greece, the Balkans and the Mediterranean
Prerequisite(s): REQ-45 units. Students with credit for HIST 364 may not take HS 364 for further credit.
5004/6712 D100 LEC M 10:30 - 12:20 WMC3220 E. Doxiadis
W 10:30 - 11:20 AQ5030
7658/8680 D101 TUT W 11:30 - 12:20 AQ5118
7659/8681 D102 TUT W 14:30 - 15:20 AQ5047

HIST/HS 441-4 Women, Property, and the Law in the Mediterranean
Prerequisite(s): REQ-45 units. Students with credit for HS 441 may not take HIST 441 for further credit.
5013 / 6713 D100 SEM T 13:30-17:20 AQ5009 E.Doxiadis

IS 409-4 Special Topics I Espionage; History, Novels, and Films
Prerequisite(s): REQ-IS 200 and 45 units.
6330 *D200 SEM W 13:30-17:20 AQ6204 A.Gerolymatos

IS 419-4 Special Topics II Violence in Greece and the Balkans
6532 D300 SEM R 13:30-17:20 HCC2235 HC; E.Doxiadis

HUM 309-4 / WL 303-4 Literatures and the Arts Across Cultures / Global Culture and Its Others: Reflections on Civil War
Prerequisite(s): REQ - 45 units.
8806/4720 D100 SEM M 13:30-17:20 AQ2122 D.Kotsovili

HUM 385-4 Selected Topics in European Studies: Identity
Prerequisite(s): REQ-45 units
8832 D100 SEM T 13:30 - 17:20 AQ2104 D.Kotsovili

GRK 110-3 Modern Greek for Beginners I
7570 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.)

GRK 160-3 Modern Greek for Beginners II
Prerequisite(s): REQ-GRK 110 or permission of the instructor. Students with credit for LANG 160 when offered with the same title may not take this course for further credit.
7571 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.)

GRK 210-3 Modern Greek Intermediate I
Prerequisite(s): REQ-GRK 160 or permission of the instructor. Students with credit for LANG 210 when offered with the same title may not take this course for further credit.
7572 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.)

GRK 260-3 Modern Greek Intermediate II
Prerequisite(s): REQ-GRK 210 or permission from the instructor. Students with credit for LANG 260 when offered with the same title may not take this course for further credit.
7573 C100 SEC (ONLINE Dist Ed.)